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This manuscript tries to investigate what it would take for India to end up noticeably a
Great Power in the light of its International relations approach affected through the present
government. It takes a gander at it through two particular territories- India's west and east;
where its historical strategy to the Gulf states and South East Asian nations have been
investigated and hopping ahead to the present situation named as the Attention to West
and Action to East Policy (Look West and Act East Policy). In conclusion, the paper
investigates different speculations of international relations and answers the question
whether India can accomplish what it is being anticipated to.
INTRODUCTION TO INDIA’s FOREIGN POLICY

“International politics, like all politics, is a struggle for power”
-Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations
The prospering size and development of the Indian economy is drawing such a great
amount of consideration on the planet's mind and in the international field, that whether
there is similar upgrade of India's political impact and military power is presently being
considered as a vital inquiry. When we take a gander at the current biggest economies on
the world, the United States is the biggest at $18 trillion speaking to a quarter offer of the
worldwide economy (24.3%) as indicated by most recent World Bank figures.1 China takes
after with $11 trillion with Japan at $4.4 trillion. After three European nations (Germany,
United Kingdom and France) comes India at seventh with $2 trillion.
Taking a gander at the future patterns, the quickest developing economy is not any more
US for quite a while. As indicated by IMF's World Economic Outlook China's economy
developed at 6.7% out of 2016, contrasted with US's 1.6% and India's 6.6%. 2 China
overwhelmed India as the quickest developing economy in 2016 as India's economy backed
off on account because of cancellation of 90% of the cash in circulation following Prime
Minister Modi's demonetization drive. In any case, India is relied upon to develop at 7.2%
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this year while China would hope to develop at 6.5%. The Asian bloc has the biggest share
of the world economy, speaking to over a third (33.84%) of worldwide GDP. North
America being at 27.95% and Europe at 21.37%, these three continents compensating for
83% of the world's aggregate yield. Another investigation by Price water house Cooper says
that the greatest economies in 2050 would be China, India, US in a specific order. It says
that rising economies will keep on growing speedier like Indonesia, Mexico, Turkey and
Vietnam than cutting edge ones like UK, France, and Italy.3
In the coming decades, India would be one of the biggest economies of the world. Be that
as it may, it additionally emerges alone outside the cover of defense alliances like the
European Union and USA or nations with a military convention like China or Russian
Federation which created in the nineteenth and twentieth Century because of tyrant
administrations or industrial advancement on a substantial scale. India had a chance to
grow simply after its independence and its custom of peaceful ethos of the freedom battle
and peace adoring citizens of democratic India, huge military industrial buildings as set up
in other substantial economies were not organized. During the times of Jawaharlal Nehru's
charming nearness on the global field, India's foreign policy was enthused by and propelled
by
battles
against
expansionism(colonialism),
politically-sanctioned
racial
segregation(apartheid), the Non-Aligned Movement, the developing nations and their
financial methodologies. India in the sixties, amid the appearance of military hostility and
atomic movement, made the contention that monetary assets were not satisfactory to
contend with the military modern edifices being developed in different nations, even
India's exceptionally neighbors.

“The means by which to maintain one’s own state is to arm oneself with one’s own
weapons, treat one’s subjects well and be friends with one’s neighbors” (N. Machiavelli
from Pensieri II).
"The methods by which to keep up one's own particular state is to arm oneself with one's
own particular weapons, treat one's subjects well and be companions with one's neighbors"
Indira Gandhi's unequivocal administration perceived this lag in foreign policy and even
the national economy was insufficient to support her tremendous defense activities she
took, the energy of for modernizing India's defense abilities for land, air and naval force
was managed through point of of interest foreign policy activities. This was trailed by Rajiv
Gandhi's tranquil advancement of relations with neighbors. The enthusiasm of outside
forces in South Asia had been for quite a long time an issue of incredible security
affectability in subcontinental India's customary effective reach. However globalization
propelled European Union and USA's proceeding with engagement in for instance Nepal
and Sri Lanka in peace talks, international guide and interior vote based(internal
democratic) procedures despite the fact that the phantom of falling flat conditions of
neighboring nations was of more straightforward worry to India than Western states. This
prompt the arrangement of South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation which is a
3
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critical system through which these countries can profit by India's gigantic financial
development and improvement.
The security environment in the area isn't just imperiled by the presence of atomic weapons
States in the North-West and in the North yet in addition the antagonistic nearness of
non-State on-actors characters, militants, religious fundamentalists having the control of
atomic hazardous gadgets. Keeping this in respect, foreign policy must be strategized
alongside defence approach. The USA being the overwhelming on-screen character in
winning politically influential nation elements, India's drive with it for bilateral civil nuclear
cooperation facilitates India's entrance to cutting edge innovation and framework. With
this, India needs to exhibit to Nuclear Suppliers Group nations the feeling of high duty
which has been the sign of India's arrangement towards nuclear non-proliferation. Yet, this
was disturbed by China's resistance to India's enrollment in June 2016. It isn't vital for
India to move past its prompt neighborhood. As found in the time of financial
progression(liberalization) and globalization, the attention to (look) East arrangement sent
by Narasimha Rao has been exceptionally effective without a doubt bringing the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations and East Asia near to India.
In any case, West Asia notwithstanding, until the point that the finish of twentieth century
India had a tremendous altruism(goodwill), however that was not the situation in the Arab
world in the 21st century. This was a direct result of the Arab observation that India is not
any more an unmistakable or noticeable partner when there was an emergency in Iraq or
Palestine or Lebanon or Iran when there was a desire for India to define its position. This
has been a test for Indian diplomacy for the Arab world to perceive the progression of
democratic based India's foreign policy.
This paper keeps in context India's hugely effective attention to East arrangement started
in the nineties and after that take a gander at the issues Indian problems looked with its
West Asian neighbors and how it has changed it through the attention to West policy.
INDIA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA: THE ATTENTION TO EAST POLICY IN
PERSPECTIVE
Jawaharlal Nehru wrote in his book the discovery of India in 1944, “The Pacific is likely to

take place of the Atlantic in the future as the nerve center of the world. Though not directly
a pacific state, India will inevitably exercise an important influence there. India will also
develop as the center of economic and strategic importance in a part of the world which is
going to develop in the future.” He further wrote, “India will have to play a very great part
in security problems of Asia and the Indian Ocean, more especially the Middle East and
Southeast Asia. India is the pivot around which these problems will have to be considered.”
India's Attention to East Policy is tied in with unfurling this vision in contemporary
circumstances, though India had for all intents and purposes minimized itself from being
viewed as an important factor in the regional amid the Cold War.
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Toward the finish of the cold war India understood the requirement for an alternate way
to deal with security and financial participation in Southeast Asia. It prompts the
acknowledgment that the locus of world issues in the 21st century would be the Asia Pacific
region. In the mid-1990s, PV Narasimha Rao, completely perceptive with these worldwide
changes defined the attention to East approach which constituted a basic move in India's
foreign policy. As an underwriting of a cognizant selection of this approach, India turned
into a sectoral discourse accomplice of the ASEAN in 1992 and a full exchange accomplice
in December 1995 when President Suharto of Indonesia sponsored a proposition by Prime
Minister Goh Chok Tong of Singapore to this impact. This prompt India's interest a few
ASEAN discussions which was a feeling of acknowledgment of its significance to the
security of that region. In the 1990s India traded abnormal state reciprocal visits with
almost every part nation of the ASEAN nations. This additionally brought about the first
India-ASEAN Summit. where the most recent couple of years, India has persistently
focussed on the restoration of its ties with the nations of the ASEAN. Yet, even as India
looked east, the ASEAN moved west through affirmation of new nations like Myanmar,
truly conveying itself to India's entryways. From being a sea(maritime) neighbor, the
ASEAN turned into its nearby neighbor with a land fringe of about one thousand six
hundred kilometers which added a radical new measurement to their relations. The summit
in November 2002 of India and ASEAN in Phnom Penh mirrored this unmistakably that
the new closeness and both consented to work towards arranging a facilitated commerce
understanding inside the following decade.
India has needed to fight with two conspicuous players here, USA and China. China being
the essential motivation behind why 21st Century is the era of the Asia Pacific which to a
great extent decides the geo-political situation here. USA then again has molded has
formed the geopolitical shapes of Asia Pacific since World War II and completely plans to
hold such impact and control. However, ASEAN nations, exclusively and all things
considered, intentionally want to construct a solid association with India. India and
Southeast Asian nations are pluralistic, free and open social orders in which deep sense of
being(spirituality) and religion have an exceptionally huge part. India has the world's
second biggest Muslim populace and is clearly the bastion of direct Islam and the Indian
experience is of incredible significance to Southeast Asia. India does not convey a negative
authentic stuff versus the region nor did it have any territorial claims or aspirations in the
region. In spite of India being a noteworthy casualty of the tidal waves (tsunami’s)
staggering impacts, it's quick, unselfish and proficient reaction won across the board
approval all through the region. Sea security is especially essential to Southeast Asian
nations. India has offered numerous important participation and developing signs of this
have turned out to be progressively evident in the current years. The foundation of the Far
Eastern Naval Command in 2001 in the Andaman Islands and India being at the front line
of territorial cooperative joint maritime watch endeavors in the Malacca Straits have been
a sign at India's dynamically expanding enthusiasm for security issues of the region
From a sensible and balanced viewpoint, in setting of both the historical background and
the certainty of china turning into a monetary and military superpower, Southeast Asia has
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motivation to be careful about China more than some other nation. For its contribution in
the region, the US despite the fact that its a pariah has an enormous lump in a critical
position of energy yet that has moved to support China with the power hole between both
the nations both in monetary and military settings relentlessly narrowing. India has arrive
and sea fringes with ASEAN-Myanmar,
Indonesia and Thailand. It has a long fringe with China. Taking a gander at all these
elements, India is the nation that can furnish the ASEAN with the truly necessary offset
to China. The essential explanation behind ASEAN's enthusiasm for India is on the
grounds that it would add to giving and keeping up territorial adjust and dependability.
From India's point of view, India's Association with the area east of India stretching out
to Japan will dependably be affected by their association with ASEAN as it is a portal.
ASEAN nations and India are situated to forge a genuine key association to empower both,
to withstand weights from the US and China to take sides in the approaching Sino-US
challenge from one viewpoint and go about as an extension between them on the other.
BRIEF HISTORY OF INDIA’S WEST ASIA POLICY AND ITS SEARCH FOR A
MIDDLE GROUND
The significance of West Asia to India was bounty appeared after Independence. India's
support the Khilafat Movement, India's remain in the UN Special Committee on Palestine
in 1947 and the choice on the best way to manage the issue in Israel. The significance of
the area, especially Mecca and Medina in satisfying the otherworldly and religious needs
of India's Muslim populace couldn't be belittled. These choices reflect how India has
constantly looked for a center ground in its approach towards the region.
In spite of the fact that in the 1990s India's political ties with the gulf nations were
moderately calm, the period saw a sensational rise in India's vitality and financial ties with
the region and within the sight of its group, so today these ties constitute the huge part of
India's external monetary relations. In 2012-13, the GCC gave 82 million tons, while the
Gulf overall sent out 120 million tons unrefined petroleum to India, around 64% of India's
aggregate imports. India's exchange situation has likewise seen an incredible upsurge, with
India's expots going from $3.25 billion out of 2003-04 to $104 billion out of 2012-13 4.
It is important to note that the GCC has been India’s number one trade partner ahead of
EU, ASEAN, and North America. Be that as it may, as of not long ago, India's monetary
connections with the Gulf were basically a purchaser merchant relationship, with India
purchasing vitality assets and offering some customary things and some new things. Since
the turn of the century, real endeavors have been made to grant a more sturdy character to
the ties on the premise of joint wander ventures, which are additionally observed as a basic
part of rising key partnership India is working with the regional states, which were met
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with some achievement. Its best case being the Indo-Oman joint wander compost venture
with the esteem being admirably finished $7.5 billion. Both Onam and UAE speculators
have been very dynamic in India too with enterprises and ports being created by these
nations' financial specialists.
Regardless of the possibility that India's organizations cooperation has been unassuming,
it has made up with the nearness of its group in the Gulf. the work of Indians in extensive
numbers started with the oil blast in the mid-1970s. Today, the quantity of Indians in the
GCC nations is around 7 million. There has been a huge change in the organization of the
group; in 1990s 90% of the group were manual, in 2014 it is 70% hands on with the 20%
of the populace being experts. Therefore, the estimation of India's two path exchange with
the inlet and the settlements of the group yield a yearly money related an incentive for the
two-sided relationship of about $235 billion. More grounded monetary ties have likewise
created. In the wake of the Arab Spring and the political turmoil created by it, India has
kept up the nearest conceivable ties with every one of the nations of the Gulf regardless of
such a factor. This period saw a trade of abnormal state visits and generous discourse on
security, vitality, exchange, speculation, and group related issues. From the GCC, India
had facilitated the Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia. From Iraq, India facilitated then Prime
Minister Mr Nouri Al-Maliki in August 2013, who accompanied a noteworthy business
appointment. This was trailed by visits to Baghdad and from Iraq in 2013. This
demonstrates the Gulf region is both Indian-accommodating and India-accommodating.
ATTENTION TO EAST TO ACTION TO EAST
In May 2014, six months in the wake of assuming responsibility as the Prime Minister,
Narendra Modi tended to the twelfth India-ASEAN Summit and proclaimed: "another
period of financial advancement, industrialization and exchange has started in India.
Remotely, India's 'Attention to East Policy' has moved toward becoming 'Action to East
Policy'". This denoted the following stage in what has been India's best foreign policy
activity. While the primary stage was basically centered around financial and institutional
relations with the ASEAN nations, the second stage went up against the extended
definition to incorporate Japan, South Korea and Australia.
Introductory vital engagements concentrated on maritime participation as far as debacle
alleviation, counter-psychological warfare exercises and security of ocean paths for
exchange, India has progressively been seen as a country of outcome that can possibly keep
up territorial strength which has turned out to be more articulated as China's developing
certainty has brought about strains in the South China and East China Seas, and direct
rivalry amongst china and joined states to all the more obviously rule the Asia-Pacific
regional. With the Modi government proceeding to underline the significance of its
monetary and key relations in Asia, and resolving to 'act' all the more eagerly to assist its
interests, the potential part that India can play are bounty. The most baffling part of the
'Look east' approach was financial engagement. Despite the fact that India occupied with
a ton of reciprocal engagements, exchange volumes with Japan and South Korea stay low
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and India is yet to infiltrate any of the significant Asian markets for its fares. Until further
notice, in India's viewpoint there stays noteworthy exchange irregularity. Head
administrator Modi's 'Make in India' arrangement, and concentrate on building street, rail
and power framework in India to set up a fare producing part in the nation is one methods
for making work for India's extending working age populace. Setting up India as a fare
fabricating center point of the world, may not in any case, essentially increment India's
impact in the regional. This is on the grounds that then India would be in guide rivalry to
a considerable lot of its ebb and flow ASEAN nations. India still applies impact in the
region in view of the sheer size of its potential shopper advertise. Genuinely necessary
financial changes including the diminishment of direction in the work advertise through
the combination of the Labor Laws, the presentation of merchandise and ventures assess,
illumination of property rights and land procurement laws, and the general lessening of red
tapism have been acquainted with boost outside organizations to set up operations in India
tricked by the engaging quality of such a tremendous buyer showcase. Incidentally, it is
the two zones where India's Look East Policy has succeeded that restricts India's part in
Asia. While the administration is finding a way to frame nearer ties with Japan and us, it
is improbable that India will dependably adjust to the possibility of a gathering of majority
rule governments working in association to guarantee the serene ascent of China, looking
past its purposeful impediments got from its key culture. This occurs for various reasons.
Right off the bat, ideologically, Indian outside arrangement stays married to the focal point
of expanding vital self-sufficiency. Despite the fact that the idea of non-arrangement has
been put aside, India has stayed opposed to formally joining any partnership framework.
Or maybe it has looked to amplify its key self-sufficiency by seeking after a procedure of
multi-arrangement i.e. at the same time expanding relations with a few worldwide forces
without enabling anybody to wind up plainly incomparable. 5 To this end, India has looked
after its 'uncommon and special vital organization' with Russia, has enhanced relations with
the United States, the EU, Japan and ASEAN states, while at the same time taking
opposite perspectives to created nations on exchange and environmental change alone or
working together with different BRICs countries. New Delhi has ended up being careful
about Coalition of the ready' sort security operations, for example, the US-drove
Proliferation Security Initiative and likes to work inside authority local associations, for
example, ASEAN or the United Nations.
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Second, India's key need under Prime Minister Modi's administration is to build up the
nation's' economy. For India to draw in remote interest in foundation and fare producing
it must keep up a protected and stable neighborhood. India has great motivations to
position itself as attentive, however vaguely free of any moves in the region that may appear
to Beijing as having the reason for containing its ascent. Like different states in Asia, India
faces the predicament that its biggest exchanging accomplice is participating in conduct
that undermines its security advantages. Indian strategists are likewise careful about the use
China has over India as far as re-touching off the two nations outskirt question, subjectively
extending barrier participation with Pakistan, and additionally utilizing financial impetuses
to impact the outside arrangements of India's neighbors Bangladesh, Myanmar and SriLanka to increase vital favorable position (pearl necklace) or vitality assets. The value India
pays for keeping up a multi-arrangement approach, is obviously that should China take
this way, there is a lot of vulnerability about the level of responsibility that can be normal
from its new companions in the regional.
INDIA’S ‘ATTENTION TO WEST’ POLICY
Head administrator Narendra Modi's visit to the UAE in April 2016 could be recollected
like Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao's visit to Singapore in Sept 1994. Through the
joint explanation that he marked with UAE's administration, Mr. Modi divulged India's
Look West Policy. The establishment for Mr. Modi's effective effort to West Asia was in
actuality laid by his antecedent when India welcomed the King of Saudi Arabia to be the
main visitor at the Republic Day Parade in 2006 which was trailed by Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh's visit to Riyadh and the India-Saudi barrier participation assention
marked in 2014. At any rate India's impact in the east is bound to be restricted, it ought
not turn into a forefront player in the debate of the South China ocean, for instance, so as
not to threaten China. Conversely, India's impact and abilities in Central Asia and the
Middle East are bounty geopolitically, deliberately, and even socially. India's supports for
more noteworthy association with the Middle East and Central Asia come from the way
that it as of now has close connections with nations here, also its vitality reliance on the
regional. It is as of now required with a few undertakings in the area, for example, the
Farkhor Air Base in Tajikistan and the Chabahar port office in Iran, both of which are not
completely useful yet. There are no comparable tasks in progress in Southeast Asia. India
should concentrate on finishing these ventures and using their advantages to enhance its
vital and financial relations with nations that for the most part trust and look for better
relations with her, and lose on a beneficial position. Narendra Modi likewise turned into
the primary Prime Minister over the most recent 70 years to visit Tel Aviv, Israel in July
2017 where a Memorandum of Understanding was additionally gone after up to $140
million for R&D and specialized advancement support for a long term.What is noteworthy
about such vital organizations is that it isn't quite recently characterized by India's Look
WEst arrangement, in view of its vitality and budgetary needs, yet that it is similarly
characterized by the GCC's Look East Policy, requesting more prominent Indian
engagement with West Asia. This auxiliary change is caused by the adjustment in the
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worldwide vitality market of West Asian nations making a beeline for East Asian markets
as opposed to Trans-Atlantic markets. It is likewise impacted by the excitement of GCC
states to harbor a protection participation with India in light of the Western nations being
untrustworthy because of the Arab Spring and agitation in Egypt, it considers India to be
a more solid association.
CONCLUSION
India's foreign policy must be looked in with the point of view whether India has the ability
to wind up plainly a developing awesome power in the 21st Century in what has been
touted as the "Asian Century" with the keen ascent of India and China and the
comprehensive development of the area as a primary concern. .6 This must be broken down
remembering both functional and hypothetical parts of worldwide relations and discretion
in the Indian situation. Certainly India has an extremely one of a kind Indian method for
issues into accomplishing its final product of changing India into a cutting edge, solid, and
prosperous nation. It is presently basic to take a gander at different speculations of
worldwide relations and how that means what it takes a state to wind up plainly an awesome
power and if India possesses all the necessary qualities or not. Civil argument on India's
claim to end up noticeably an extraordinary power can fall into three speculations
authenticity, progressivism and constructivism. As indicated by neorealist Kenneth Waltz,
awesome forces are portrayed by their relative financial and military essential for security
and survival.7 Neorialists concentrate essentially on security as means for power and
survival, neo-liberals accord supremacy to participation and the state's execution in
multilateral and transnational foundations. For pragmatists, extraordinary forces help keep
up soundness in the framework ("adjust of energy"), having demonstrated quality through
war and ownership of broad material abilities. Not at all like pragmatists who consider
fundamental structures as made "just of conveyance of material ability," constructivists
contend that the worldwide framework is "made of social connections" that are themselves
built by three components: "shared information, material assets, and shared practices" ”8.
Consequently, constructivists contend that India's claim to awesome power status to a great
extent lays on its delicate power points of interest and not on its material quality.
Devin Hagerty utilizes a hypothetical structure which joins both the customary "hard"
measurements of energy, for example, military and financial abilities, with "gentler"
components like local political solidness and skill. Hagerty considers asset gift as far as oil
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stores and gaseous petrol holds, and in addition financial ability..9 While India, by virtue
of its statistic profit, military quality, and monetary development positions higher than its
rivals, despite everything it hooks locally with perpetual inconveniences. On the size of
monetary flexibility, India positions 104th, while US comes fourth; India scores 22.2
percentile on a size of 100 for political strength and it is at the base of the scale utilized for
business and money related opportunities. In spite of the fact that India is universally
focused by virtue of its material quality, its shortcoming lies in the non-material, "milder"
measurements of energy, for example, debasement, political insecurity, and so on. Hagerty
presumes that India is one of the four noteworthy nations—close by Germany, Japan, and
Russia—named "disproportionate forces," however who are, in any case, solid contenders
for future awesome power status10
On recognizing India's exclusionary character, the inquiries that poses a potential threat is:
the thing that sort of awesome power can or should India need to be?
Hedley Bull weights on control as a social development in the worldwide framework,
featuring non-materialistic part of awesome power status11. As indicated by Bull, incredible
forces must be "perceived by others to have, and brought about by their own particular
pioneers and people groups to have, certain unique rights and obligations". In the global
stage India's self-declared status achieves less supporters, not to mention being approved
through exchange exchanges or delicate aptitudes acknowledgment. A portion of the
Indian acknowledgment techniques include: acknowledgment as a semi-honest to
goodness atomic weapons state, cozy association with the US, as the third biggest military
power, second biggest supporter of the UN peacekeeping powers, petitioner to a changeless
seat on UNSC, a pioneer in the field of science and innovation (for its space program, early
nuclear vitality program, and as a product superpower).
Without a doubt, India's quality in the South Asian region is a consequence of its financial
development and military abilities. Nonetheless, it is as yet considered a "restricted
hegemon" due to its inability to take up duties and offer the "worldwide weight". 12 In this
manner, there is a requirement for tending to the inquiry regardless of whether India falls
into the area of a rising awesome power, and, provided that this is true, how and what
hypothetical suppositions might be associated with such a characterization.
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In the current political situation, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has underscored generally
on creating successful strategy orders. They go for maintaining key self-rule while
advancing more prominent monetary and military participation. Cases of this incorporate
Modi's Act East arrangement, Look West Policy, the Rafael Deal as of late finished up
with France, and the "Make in India" venture. This will guarantee that a particular
personality can be facilitated, rather than India only imitating standards and practices
developed and supported by nations with various social structures and residential concerns.
Just a comprehensive and all-round formative plan can permit India's incorporation in the
"colossal power" club in a genuine sense, where advancement of its kin will harmonize with
the improvement of the country.
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